Meeting Minutes
2/11/2014
Olympics, Gift Cards, Valentine’s Day, Toy Story

Olympics: Annie
*officially 113 people showed up: the only halls that weren’t represented were Riley and Carson
*Snow days we thought would keep people away
*did not have enough pizza, we had the fiasco with Costco where we had to pick it up early

*Max: much more structured idea of what the space would need to look like
  *hanging decorations 2 minutes before the event starts…BAD
  *forms of advertisement were not used until the day of the event
  *no more mad scrambles
*Namratha: we did not look as professional
*Morgan: we cannot let people in early, we were scrambling because people were walking in early, don’t open the doors until we advertise that the doors are open
*Aaron: as long as we have the sign in sheet ready to go 30 minutes early, people don’t mind that we are still putting up posters, it’s just setting up the event. Handful of posters and writing on the chalkboard speaks for itself

RHA Updates: Rebecca
*Morgan can go to RHA tomorrow
*NRHH: point drive from last term raised over 1,000 dollars-make sure you turn in your points at the end of the term because they don’t roll over

*Nominations for elections start April 2nd, that is when you turn in your bid for the elections
*increased hours from 15 to 20 hours a week and made available more office hours, revamped their training, changed Josh’s position from VP to Leadership Coordinator
  *Natasha’s list of duties got shifted around
  *if a spot is vacated during the school year than the government gets to vote on that, over summer is the old appointment process

Dux in Tux: Stephanie
*Stephanie went by and knocked on all the doors of the RA’s to tell them about the event
*there were sheets of paper in the elevators
  * Sign up as soon as you can, because once the 200 spots are filled its closed, so sign up as soon as you can
  *the Drag Show will be rescheduled for next term
*centerpieces: desserts or centerpieces? Desserts. Let the money go towards Martinellis
**Ice Dispenser: Sam**

*someone requested an ice machine in the room for “injuries”….or margaritas in their room (in comes Matt)*

**Valentine’s Day: Hailey**

*Thursday night, 630 PM, performance hall decorating Valentine’s day cards, LLC residents EXCLUSIVELY*

  *buying the cupcakes and craft supplies on Thursday morning*
  *food form is filled out and everything*
  *40 minute bus ride to go to the retirement home, we have to leave at 10:30 AM, the cards will be handed out at their lunch time and it will be fun*
  *Bump the funds up to pay for the event, Fred Meyer is pricier*

**Toy Story Night**

*March 8th from 8Pm-12 AM*

*Voodoo Donuts: $40 a centerpiece, 48 donuts*

*next week we will have the Toy Story committee come back with their ideas for the event and we will decide on them.*

*make this a pajama party…*

**Gift Card Issues:**

*Rebecca: why can’t we just buy some more?*
  *it looks bad as a hall government to allocate funds to the gift cards and then lose them and then try to buy them again it looks bad in the books*
  *Namratha: could we each contribute money to the gift card*
  *$3.00 a person to pay for the gift card-Voted-Passed, everybody brings 3.00 to the meeting next Tuesday so we can buy the cards*

**Randy the Science Guy- Namratha**

*”I can talk about it when I get there”*

*Randy is a professor at the University at the school, he will put on the science event for the credit for our educational event*

**Meeting where we talk about next term: Matt**

*Week 9, a week before the term ends so we can be closer to the actual events*